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ABSTRACT: An electroassisted filtration technique has been
employed to improve dewatering of a suspension of micro-
fibrillated cellulose (MFC) produced via 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiper-
idinyl-1-oxyl (TEMPO)-mediated oxidation. In addition, all-atom
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations were performed to deepen
the understanding of the complicated dewatering mechanism on a
molecular level. Both the experimental and the simulation results
implied that the dewatering rate was not only improved when
electroassisted filtration was used but also found to be proportional
to the strength of the electric field. A channeled dewatered
structure was observed for these experiments and may have contributed to enhanced dewatering by providing high overall
permeability. The MD simulations revealed that the electric field had a significant impact on the fibril movement, whereas the impact
of pressure was limited. The simulations also suggested that the increased filtrate flow upon the application of an electric field was
not only due to electroosmotic flow but also due to electrophoretic movement of the fibrils toward the anode that led to the release
of water that had been trapped between the fibrils, allowing it to be pressed out together with the rest of the bulk water. This study
shows that electroassisted filtration has the potential to improve the dewatering of TEMPO-MFC, and the MD simulations provide
further insights into the dewatering mechanism.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cellulose, a biopolymer built up of glucose monomers, is of
great importance in today’s society. It is currently used in
applications such as paper and board products, textiles, and
specialty chemicals (e.g., carboxymethyl cellulose). Further-
more, cellulose is presented as an excellent candidate in the
industrial transition from using finite to renewable resources:
its potential reaches far beyond its current applications.
In plants, the cellulose polymer is found in the wall of

various cell structures as bundles of cellulose fibrils formed by
stacks of cellulose polymers. This hierarchical structure allows
cellulose to be used in a variety of applications: from a
cellulose fiber (micrometer scale) down to single cellulose
chains (nanometer scale). So far, the cell/fiber structure has
been used in the production of paper and board and the
polymeric structure has been used for textiles and specialty
chemicals. However, the intermediate structures have not been
used as extensively on a large industrial scale. One of these
intermediate structures is microfibrillated cellulose (MFC),
which is liberated from bundles of cellulose fibers by
mechanical means.1 This type of structure has a number of
interesting properties, including a high surface area with the
potential for modifications and good mechanical properties. A
great deal of research has focused on understanding the
properties2−5 and applications6−8 of MFC since the pioneering
work of Herrick et al.9 and Turbak et al.10 in the beginning of
the 1980s.

The commercialization of MFC has, however, encountered
several challenges, two examples of which are the high energy
demand and the extensive clogging associated with early
production methods.1 Therefore, the production of MFC
nowadays often involves a pretreatment step prior to the
mechanical disintegration of the cellulose fiber as a means of
reducing the otherwise highly energy-intensive operation of the
high-pressure homogenizer or microfluidizer.11 This can be
achieved in the form of enzymatical hydrolysis12 or various
chemical pretreatments, for example, carboxymethylation,13

phosphorylation,14 and 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyl-1-oxyl
(TEMPO)-mediated oxidation.15 The latter was developed
by Saito and Isogai15 and is a successful method for facilitating
the separation of the fibrils, which is done by introducing
repelling forces by converting the primary hydroxyls on the
cellulose surface into carboxylate groups.
Another bottleneck in the commercialization of MFC is

encountered in the dewatering of the fibrillated suspension.16

The cellulose fibrils readily form hydrogen bonds with water,
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and entanglement of the fibrils causes highly viscous
suspensions to be formed. There is a risk of clogging during
mechanical disintegration if disintegration is achieved by
means of high-pressure homogenizers even at low solid
concentrations, and means that dilute process streams are
necessary for this process step. A considerable amount of water
therefore needs to be removed prior to transportation from the
production site (thereby reducing the cost of transportation)
and to enable further modification. The removal of water is,
however, challenging because of the large surface area of the
material and its unique three-dimensional network structure in
water that results in a gel-like structure. Methods currently
suggested include thermal drying (e.g., spray drying), freeze
drying, and super-critical drying,17 all of which require an
extensive amount of energy as the heat of evaporation of water
is high at atmospheric pressure. Moreover, conventional drying
techniques may lead to morphological changes (such as
particle aggregation), commonly referred to as hornification.18

This may result in reduced redispersibility, which, in turn,
limits the end use of the material. It is therefore of great
interest that as much water as possible is removed prior to the
drying step.
A common method employed for reducing the total energy

demand is to add a mechanical dewatering step prior to the
drying step, with filtration being most commonly used.
Unfortunately, this method is not suitable for dewatering
MFC suspensions since the large surface area being subjected
to the liquid flow along with interfibrillar interactions provides
extensive resistance to filtration. A viable option for improving
dewatering may be the use of an electroassisted filtration
technique that has been used extensively to dewater hard-to-
filter materials, such as sludge19−25 and clay.26,27

Electroassisted filtration of cellulose in the form of
microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) has been investigated by
Wetterling et al.,28,29 who showed it to be an efficient method
with an energy demand that was not only reasonable but also
lower than that of thermal drying. Although MCC and MFC
are both cellulosic materials, their inherent characteristics
related to particle morphology and flexibility may give rise to
different filtration behaviors, for example, in terms of the filter
cake structure.30 MCC has a cylindrical shape and high
crystallinity, which make them rather stiff, whereas MFC has a
much larger aspect ratio and contains both crystalline and
amorphous regions, which make them flexible. These differ-
ences, along with those related to surface charge, confer special
properties to the viscosity and stability of the respective
suspensions. How these variations, in turn, affect filtration
behavior in the presence of an external electric field is not yet
fully understood and hence it becomes interesting as well as
important to study the electroassisted filtration of MFC.
Although Heiskanen et al.31 expressed the potential of
electroassisted filtration as a means of dewatering MFC in a
patent taken out in 2014, no studies on the matter have been
published since to the best of the authors’ knowledge. Thus,
further research is required in the quest to uncover the full
potential of electroassisted filtration as a means of dewatering
MFC.
Most of the studies regarding the electroassisted filtration of

various hard-to-filter materials found in the literature are
experimental, often combined with some classical mathemat-
ical modeling (e.g., refs 20, 29, and 32). These models
describe, for example, how the electric field strength influences
the dewatering rate: they do not, however, describe various

mechanisms on the micro/nano/ molecular scale, which
implies that the underlying dewatering mechanisms have not
been completely investigated and understood yet. Classical
models are suitable for describing dewatering on the
macroscale, but it is important that molecular interactions on
the nanoscale are also considered when enhancing the
understanding of dewatering. Furthermore, the dewatering
mechanism of systems with charged surfaces, e.g., MFC
suspensions, becomes even more complex as fibril−fibril and
fibril−water interactions at the molecular level play an
important role during the removal of water and should be
addressed adequately. These types of complex systems exhibit
a broad hierarchy of scales, such as the atomic scale, which
becomes important at the solid−liquid interface, the electrical
double layer (EDL), which can extend to a few nanometers,
and the characteristic size of the MFC, which can extend into
the micrometer range.
It is therefore very challenging to study the phenomenon on

all of the length scales using a unique methodology that
describes all of the physics included in the system. A feasible
strategy could be to study a microscopic part that represents all
of the particle groups, and forces that exist in the system,
separately. In this context, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations can act as a “computational microscope” that
allows visualization of the molecular motions at high spatial
and temporal resolutions. New windows may thereby be
opened for developing a deeper understanding of the
mechanisms and dynamics of complex systems on the atomic
scale where no experimental techniques are currently
applicable. Although MD simulations have been used
extensively to study the electroosmotic behavior of fluids in
nanoconfined spaces,33,34 most MD studies have been
performed to describe the effect of system properties such as
EDL,35,36 surface charge,37 and ion-specific effects34 on
electroosmotic flow (EOF) behavior. The authors are unaware
of any MD studies that explain the electroassisted dewatering
behavior of MFC suspensions that might entail any
phenomena related to electric field and pressure, as described
above.
The effect of electroassisted filtration of MFC is not fully

understood at the present moment. The aims of this study are
therefore to study the electroassisted dewatering of MFC
produced via TEMPO-mediated oxidation experimentally and
further enhance the understanding of the dewatering
mechanism at the molecular level through all-atom MD
simulations.

2. THEORY
Several electrokinetic phenomena occur, including electro-
phoresis, electroosmosis, ion migration, ohmic heating, and
electrolysis, when an electroassisted filtration technique is
employed (see Figure 1). While some of these are beneficial to
dewatering, others are not.38 A detailed review by Mahmoud et
al.39 provides further details of the different mechanisms
involved during an electroassisted dewatering process.
The phenomenon described below applies to a suspension

of particles carrying a negative surface charge, as is the case for
MFC suspended in an aqueous medium, due to deprotonation
of the acidic groups originating from the pulp.40 Moreover, the
negative surface charges may also stem from chemical
pretreatment prior to the mechanical disintegration of the
fiber, for example, the introduction of carboxylate groups by
TEMPO oxidation.
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Electrophoresis, illustrated in Figure 1a, can be beneficial to
dewatering if the cathode is placed underneath the filter
medium: the relative electrophoretic movement of the
negatively charged MFC toward the anode counteracts the
buildup of a dense filter cake with high flow resistance.41 The
disturbed formation of the cake results in its filtration
resistance being reduced. However, as the particle movement
becomes restricted by, for example, the filter cake, the effect of
electrophoresis becomes less pronounced. Furthermore, in the
absence of external pressure, the only force counteracting the
electrophoretic movement of charged cellulose fibrils toward
the anode is the weak gravitational force, which is negligible as
compared to electrostatics force exerted by an external electric
field onto the fibrils.
Electroosmosis is also considered beneficial under the same

conditions as described above. In the solution, a layer of
counterions surrounds the negatively charged MFC and forms
an electrical double layer, which, upon application of an
electric field, is transported toward the cathode along with the
bulk water, thereby facilitating dewatering. Helmholtz−
Smoluchowski’s equation (eq 1) is often used to express the
electroosmotic flow of water42

E
0υ εε ζ
η

=
(1)

where υ is the electroosmotic velocity, E is the strength of the
electric field applied, ε is the relative dielectric constant of the
fluid, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, ζ is the ζ potential, and η
is the dynamic viscosity of the dispersion medium.
Ohmic heating will occur since there is an electrical

resistance and an electric current passing through the system,
resulting in an increase in temperature. The temperature
increase is proportional to the current and resistance, leading
to a reduction of the viscosity and thereby aiding filtration.
However, overheating can lead to the destruction of electrodes
and the filter medium, for example, and thus have a negative
effect.20

In addition, ions migrate to the electrode of opposite charge,
as shown in Figure 1c. The ions are present in the original
suspension and also formed during electrolysis reactions.
Electrolysis reactions take place at the respective electrodes.

The extent of the electrolysis reactions is highly influenced by
the ionic species present and the materials of the electrodes.39

Corrosion is prevented by using “nonconsumable” electrodes
made from either mixed-metal titanium meshes, entire graphite
plates, or noble metals.43 The major reactions that occur are
related to water electrolysis44

n

anode: 2H O(l) 4H O (g) 4e

M e Mn

2 2→ + +

+ →

+ −

+ −

n

cathode: 2H O(l) 2e 2OH H (g)

M M en

2 2+ → +

→ +

− −

+ −

where M represents the material of the electrode and Mn+

represents its cation.
A pH gradient thereby develops between the electrodes due

to the formation of hydrogen ions and hydroxide ions when
water is being decomposed at the respective electrode. The
ionic products may migrate into the filter cake45 and can thus
alter the properties of the material, such as the surface charge,
influencing the efficiency of the dewatering process. The
electrolytic reactions also have other consequences, including
the formation of a nonconducting gas at the electrodes that
causes an electrical resistance to arise.46

3. METHODOLOGY

The section describes the methodology employed in the
experimental and simulation work.

3.1. Experimental Section. 3.1.1. Materials. Dissolving
pulp from a Scandinavian pulp mill, NaClO (10−15% available
chlorine) from VWR, and TEMPO (98%) and NaBr
(>99.5%), both from Sigma-Aldrich, were used for the
TEMPO-mediated oxidation experiments (see Section 3.1.2).
NaOH (purity >98%, Sigma-Aldrich) was used to regulate the
pH during the oxidation process.

3.1.2. TEMPO Oxidation. The method employed is based
on Brodin et al.47 A 40 g (dry basis) sample of dissolving pulp
from a Scandinavian pulp mill was immersed in deionized
water overnight to swell. A homogeneous suspension was then
made by first disintegrating the swollen pulp using a standard
disintegrator (Noram model G3-13, Lorentzen and Wettre,
Canada Inc.) for 60 000 revolutions, followed by treatment in a
household blender for 5 min. NaBr (1 mmol/g pulp) and
catalytic amounts of TEMPO (0.1 mmol/g pulp) were
dissolved in water and added to the pulp suspension in a
baffled vessel under stirring with a four-pitch blade impeller.
The reaction was initialized by the dropwise addition of
NaClO carried out at 1 wt % and at room temperature.
Protons are generated during the reaction, so the addition of
0.5 M NaOH was required to maintain the pH of 10.1 ± 0.1.
The reaction was quenched after 70 min had passed by adding
200 mL of 99% EtOH.
The oxidized fibers were separated by vacuum filtration; to

retain the smaller fiber fragments, the first volume of the filtrate
was recycled. The pulp was then washed thoroughly with
deionized water, resulting in the filtrate having a conductivity
of <20 μS/cm. The pulp was stored in plastic bags at 4 °C,
awaiting further treatment and analysis.

3.1.3. Fibrillated Material. The TEMPO-oxidized pulp was
dispersed mechanically to form microfibrillated cellulose,
referred to as TEMPO-MFC, using an IKA Ultra-Turrax T50
with a dispersing element (S50 N-G45F) and a dispersing unit
operating via the rotor/stator principle.48 Dispersion was
performed at 10 000 rpm for a 4 min/g TEMPO-oxidized pulp.
The temperature increased during the mechanical treatment,
so the suspension was kept in an ice bath to limit evaporation
losses. The mechanical treatment took place at 1 wt % to
prevent the suspension from becoming too viscous. The dry

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the electrokinetic phenomenon that
occurs when an electrical field is applied in a suspension with particles
carrying a negative surface charge (white circles). Cations: light gray
dots; anions: dark gray dots; a: electrophoretic movement; b:
electroosmotic dewatering; and c: ion migration.
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content was determined using a Sartorius Moisture Analyser
performed in a minimum of duplicates.
3.1.4. Characterization. The raw materials, the TEMPO-

oxidized pulp and TEMPO-MFC, were analyzed as described
below.
3.1.4.1. Compositional Analysis of the Dissolving Pulp.

The composition of the pulp was determined using a method
devised by Theander and Westerlund,49 whereby acid
hydrolysis, using sulfuric acid, is followed by quantification of
the monomers using high-performance anion-exchange
chromatography with pulsed amperometric detection
(HPAEC-PAD). Lignin was quantified as being either acid-
soluble lignin (ASL) and Klason lignin (KL). The amount of
ASL was calculated from its absorbance, as measured with UV
at 205 nm (Specord 205, Analytik Jena) using an absorptivity
constant of 110 dm3/(g cm), whereas the amount of KL was
determined gravimetrically. Further details can be found in
Wojtasz-Mucha et al.50

3.1.4.2. Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR). Both the dissolving pulp
(unoxidized) and the TEMPO-oxidized pulp were dried at 60
°C for at least 24 h prior to analysis to remove any residual
moisture. The pulp sample was placed on top of an attenuated
total reflectance (ATR) crystal and secured with a clamp to
ensure even pressure. A PerkinElmer Frontier, equipped with
an ATR, was used to record the infrared spectrum in
transmittance mode with a resolution of 4 cm−1 from a
wavenumber of 400−5000 cm−1, once a sample of background
of air had been collected.
3.1.4.3. ζ Potential. A Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern

Instruments) was used to measure the ζ potential of the
TEMPO-MFC. Prior to the measurement, the TEMPO-MFC
was diluted to 0.05 wt % and the ionic strength was adjusted to
5 mM using NaCl. The measurements were performed in
triplicate at 25 °C in capillary-folded cuvettes.
3.1.4.4. Carboxylate Content. A method described by

Mautner et al.,51 based on the work of Saito and Isogai,52 was
employed to determine the carboxylate content of the
TEMPO-MFC. In brief, 0.15 g (dry basis) TEMPO-MFC
was diluted to 60 mL using deionized water, before the
conductivity was adjusted by adding 5 mL of 0.01 M NaCl.
Protonation of the sample was achieved by the dropwise
addition of 0.1 M HCl until a pH of 2.5−3 was reached. The
suspension was allowed to stabilize before titration with 0.04
M NaOH using an automatic titrator (TitroLine 7000, SI
analytics) with a dosing rate of 0.1 mL/min. The conductivity
was monitored using a digital conductivity meter (model CO
301, VWR), and the titration was aborted at a pH of 11. N2
was purged through the suspension for the duration of the
titration to limit the influence of CO2. The carboxylate content
was calculated according to eq 2; thus

n
v v c

m
( )1 0 NaOH=

−
(2)

where n is the carboxylate content (mmol/g TEMPO-MFC),
v1 and v0 are the volumes of NaOH (mL) at the intersection
points between the plateau and the linear regions and are
determined graphically, cNaOH is the concentration of NaOH
(mmol/mL), and m is the mass of TEMPO-MFC (g). The
titrations were performed in duplicate.
The carboxylate content of the dissolving pulp was

determined according to the protocol described by SCAN-

CM 65:02 using eq 2, in which m is changed to equal the mass
of the pulp and thereby makes n equal to mmol/g pulp.

3.1.4.5. Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) Surface Area.
The specific surface area was determined using nitrogen
adsorption at 77 K using an 8-point BET method (Micro-
meritics TriStar 3000). Irreversible collapse of the pores of the
TEMPO-MFC upon drying was prevented by employing a
solvent exchange procedure.53 The suspension was dewatered
carefully before being subjected to displacement washing and,
finally, shaken in acetone five times. The procedure was
repeated with cyclohexane, whereafter the sample was dried in
a nitrogen atmosphere for 8 h. The sample was degassed at 75
°C for 18 h prior to analysis.

3.1.4.6. Morphology. The morphology of the TEMPO-
MFC was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
using an FEI Quanta200 ESEM operating at an acceleration
voltage of 3 kV. Prior to analysis, a droplet of 0.005 wt %
TEMPO-MFC was placed on top of a polished SEM stub and
allowed to air-dry overnight, whereafter the sample was
sputtered with palladium for 60 s.

3.1.5. Filtration Equipment. A pneumatically driven, bench-
scale, filtration setup (see Johansson et al.54 for details) was
modified so that electroassisted filtration could take place
(Figure 2).29

The filter cell has an inner diameter of 60 mm and a total
height of 175 mm; the lower part, made of plexiglass (h = 115
mm), is placed upon a perforated bottom plate of plastic. A
supporting rack with a height of 30 mm is placed at the lowest
part of the filter cell, thereby reducing the internal diameter to
50 mm. The pressure capillaries, which are made of
perfluoroalkoxy alkene (PFA), are mounted through the
bottom plate and have circular holes, 0.6 mm in diameter,
located perpendicular to the flow at a distance from the filter
medium of 2, 4, 6, and 8 mm, respectively. The pressure
capillaries are connected to pressure transducers (Kristal
Instrument AG, an accuracy of 10 kPa). The mass of the
filtrate is logged using a balance (Mettler Toledo SB 32000)
with an accuracy of 0.5 g.
Two electrodes, separated at a constant distance of 25 mm,

are connected to a DC power supply (EA-PSI 5299-02 A,
Elektro-Automatik). The bottom electrode is a platinum mesh
(Unimesh 300) placed on the bottom plate, beneath the

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the filtration unit. 1: Piston press with
its position recorded. 2: Plexiglass filter cell, with four pressure
capillaries located at different heights. 3: Close-up of the anode (a
mesh of platinum wires with square openings). 4: Thermocouples. 5:
Power supply (current, voltage, and power recorded). 6: Pressure
transducers. 7: Balance. 8: Data acquisition unit.
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support filter and the filter medium; the upper electrode is a
mesh of platinum wire of diameter 0.25 mm placed on the
supporting rack inside the filter cell.
LabVIEW (software version 15.0, National Instruments)

logs the absolute hydrostatic pressure, the position of the
piston, the mass of the filtrate, current, power, voltage, and
temperature. The temperature in the filter cell is measured by
two PFA-coated K-type thermocouples placed at distances of 5
and 20 mm, respectively, from the filter medium.
3.1.6. Experimental Conditions. The day prior to the

experiment, a 1 wt % slurry was prepared from the TEMPO-
oxidized pulp (see Section 3.1.3). An approximate mass of 500
g was used for each experiment.
All experiments were performed at room temperature using

a hydrophilic poly(ether sulfonate) (PES) membrane (Supor
100, PALL corporation) as the filter medium. According to the
manufacturer, this membrane has a nominal pore size of 0.1
μm and a typical water flow rate at 0.7 bar of 5 mL/(min cm2).
In addition, Munktell filter grade 5 was used as a support.
The electroassisted filtration experiments were run at a

constant applied pressure of 3 bar. The electric field strength
was examined at four levels: 0, 6, 12, and 24 V/cm, referred to
as P, L, M, and H, respectively. Supplementary experiments,
referred to as E, were also performed: these had an electric
field of 24 V/cm, and no pressure was applied. All experiments
with electric fields were run in constant voltage mode.
3.2. Computational Method. All of the MD simulations

were performed using GROMACS2019 software, which has
been used extensively to study the atomistic details of systems
involving biomolecules55,56 and polymers;55,57 a time step of 2
fs and a cutoff distance of 1.1 nm for truncating the van der
Waals force were applied. Long-range electrostatic interactions
were calculated using the smooth particle mesh (SPME)
method.58 All of the simulations were performed in canonical
ensemble (NVT) at 298 K. Systems involving electric fields
may exhibit statistically different temperatures and give rise to
athermal effects,59 so the temperature was controlled by a
velocity rescaling thermostat (V-rescaling): this is a modified
version of the Berendsen thermostat, which has been shown to
enforce the correct canonical ensemble.60,61 Periodic boundary
conditions were applied in every direction throughout the
simulations. Water molecules were described using the SPC/E
model62 due to its close agreement with experimental
hydrogen bond dynamics63 and surface tension.64 The bonds
and angles of the water molecules were conserved using the
SETTLE algorithm.
The TEMPO-oxidized cellulose (TOC) was constructed

based on an atomistic model65 of a cellulose chain composed
of 12 glucose molecules. Every second hydroxymethyl group
was substituted with a carboxylate group to represent the TOC
chain.66 A TOC slab was modeled as a slab of nanocrystalline
cellulose (CNC)67 where every alternate hydroxymethyl group
on the CNC chain on one of the free surfaces was substituted
by a carboxylate group, as shown in Figure 3.
Although there are several force fields (FFs), such as

AMBER,68 CHARMM,69 and GROMOS,70 that can be used
to describe carbohydrate molecules, GLYCAM0671 FF was
implemented in this study to describe the cellulose chains. It
has been employed in various condensed phase simulations of
biomolecules72−74 and has been proved to predict the surface
and mechanical characteristics of nanocrystalline cellulose and
its interaction with aqueous media.67,75 The interaction

parameters between water and cellulose chains were described
using Lorentz−Berthelot mixing rules.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Characterization of the Dissolving Pulp. Prior to

oxidation, the dissolving pulp had a carboxylate content of
0.025 ± 0.002 mmol/g pulp, with the majority being
composed of glucose followed by minor amounts of xylose
and mannose: a typical composition of the dissolving pulp. The
percentage (including standard deviation) of the respective
constituents is reported in Table 1.

4.2. Characterization of TEMPO-MFC. The overlapping
ATR-FTIR spectra of the unoxidized and TEMPO-oxidized
pulps in Figure 4 show a noticeable difference at a wavenumber
of around 1603 cm−1, marked with a red dashed line. This has
been reported to correspond to the stretching of COO− in the
sodium form, thereby conforming to the successful TEMPO
oxidation.76 The remaining peaks can be found in the
Supporting Information.
Conductometric titration confirmed a carboxylate content of

1.08 ± 0.02 mmol/g TEMPO-MFC. The presence of the
carboxylate groups on the fibrils makes them negatively
charged, thereby resulting in a ζ potential of −42.3 ± 1.5 mV.
The TEMPO-MFC had a large specific surface area of 218 ±

12 m2/g, obtained using the BET method after undergoing the
solvent exchange described. A wide range of surface areas have
been reported for microfibrillated cellulose in the literature:
199−420 m2/g77 and 41.8−375 m2/g.78 The wide span is due
to inherent differences between the fibrillated materials related
to the raw material and the production method, along with the
different analytical techniques employed for determining the
surface area. It is therefore difficult to make comparisons with
the values presented, although they are all on the same order of
magnitude. Table 2 shows a summary of the characteristics of
the TEMPO-MFC, including ζ potential, carboxylate content,
and BET surface area.
The SEM micrographs in Figure 5 show a network of fibrils

with a wide size distribution. Some fiber structures remain even
after oxidation and disintegration. The larger structures
observed in Figure 5a may also have been formed due to the
aggregation of fibrils upon drying. Smaller fibrils can be
detected, too: Figure 5b shows a cellulose fibril with a length of
approx. 14 μm.

4.3. Experimental Results: Electroassisted Filtration.
Figure 6 shows the dewatering rate vs time for the different
cases: with only applied pressure (P), only applied electric field
(E), and with a combination of the two with varying electric
field strengths (L, M, and H). It is evident that the dewatering

Figure 3. Schematic image of a slab of surface-modified TOC fibril.
Blue dots: water molecules. Pink dots: sodium ions. Green spheres:
oxygen atoms of carboxylate groups on the TOC surface.
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rate is very low when just pressure is applied and improves
slightly when only an electric field is applied, as can be seen by
comparing the yellow squares (P) with the blue triangles (E).
However, when mechanical pressure and electric field are
combined, the dewatering rate increases substantially (H, M,
and L).
Clearly, mechanical pressure alone is insufficient to promote

dewatering of the TEMPO-MFC suspension. When the
filtration cell was dismantled after 24 h of filtration, it was
observed that a thin and compact filter cake had been formed:
this may be due to the initial layer of particles deposited on the
membrane being densely compacted. In combination with the
large surface area of TEMPO-MFC subjected to the liquid
flow, it can lead to an extensive filtration resistance and, as a

consequence, virtually nonexistent dewatering after less than
30 min. Amini et al.79 also found that the dewatering rate
decreased early on when they evaluated the pressure filtration
of cellulose nanofibrils. It is not only the presence of a highly
compact initial layer that can contribute to the extensive
filtration resistance: it is also important that the mechanical
interlocking between the fibrils and/or friction between the
fibrils is taken into consideration.
When only an electric field was applied, the dewatering rate

was observed to be improved at first compared to solely
applying pressure, but dewatering ceased after less than 20
min. A rapid decline in current density was seen (Figure 8),
indicating the development of extensive electrical resistance
within the system. The reason behind this high resistance is
not fully understood and will be the topic of our upcoming
studies.
Moreover, the dewatering rate increased considerably when

the mechanical pressure and electric field were combined (cf.
L, M, and H in Figure 6). The figure also displays the effect of
increasing the strength of the electric field: an increase in the

Table 1. Composition of the Dissolving Pulp Expressed as %, Including Standard Deviations n = 5

glucose xylose mannose ASL KL others

[%] 91.7 ± 1.3 1.7 ± 0.06 1.0 ± 0.06 0.5 ± 0.03 1.2 ± 0.19 3.9 ± 1.25

Figure 4. ATR-FTIR spectra of the unoxidized (black) and TEMPO-oxidized (blue) pulps. The red dashed line at 1603 cm−1 marks the stretching
of COO−.

Table 2. Summary of the Characteristics of the TEMPO-
MFC

ζ potential
(mV)

carboxylate content (mmol/g
TEMPO-MFC)

BET surface area
(m2/g)

−42.3 ± 1.5 1.08 ± 0.02 218 ± 12

Figure 5. SEM micrograph of TEMPO-MFC at magnifications of (a) 1124× and (b) 5401×.
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applied voltage generates an increase in the dewatering rate, as
reported previously, e.g., by Olivier et al.80 and Gözke et al.81

The dewatering rate is proportional to the strength of the
electric field, which can be expected from Helmholtz−
Smoluchowski’s equation (eq 1).
The increase in dewatering is not caused solely by the

electrokinetic phenomenon that occurs when a combination of
an electric field and mechanical pressure is used. A noteworthy
observation was made when studying the dewatered structure
presented in Figure 7: the formation of channels. This type of
structure enables high overall permeability and an enhanced
flow of water upon the application of mechanical pressure. The
meshed design of the anode gives rise to sections with a
localized electric field. Previous studies have shown that
TEMPO-oxidized cellulose fibrils tend to align themselves
parallel to an external electric field,82−84 so the TEMPO-MFC
may align in the direction of the localized electric field between
the electrodes in the filter cell. In addition, the electrophoretic
movement of the TEMPO-MFC causes aggregation onto the
platinum wires of the anodic mesh. The flow of water takes
place through the square openings of the mesh, an example of
which is indicated by the red arrow in Figure 7b. TEMPO-
MFC that enters the lower part of the filter cell is dragged
along with the water and thereby the channeled structure is
stabilized, as these cellulose particles are stacked onto the
existing fibril clusters due to the electrophoretic movement
toward the anode and potential alignment in the electric field.
A schematic diagram of the suggested development of the
structure is shown in Figure 7c.
The density of the current increased during the course of the

electroassisted filtration, as can be seen in Figure 8. A higher
concentration of TEMPO-MFC, in combination with an
increased concentration of ionic species from the electrolysis
reaction, contributes to the increasing trend. The increase in
current density was only slight for the two lower voltages, while
it was more pronounced for the higher voltages. It should be
noted that the current density is expected to be higher locally,
in the immediate vicinity of the platinum wires of the anode,
because of the design of the electrode. Although the formation
of char has been observed at the anode at high current
densities in previous studies,85 no such observation was made
in the present study.
The passage of a current through the system causes ohmic

heating, which, in turn, leads to an increase in temperature
(27−32 °C for L,M, H) (see Figure S1). This ohmic heating is
related to the current density, i.e., it is expected that the

Figure 6. Dewatering rate vs time, including standard deviation (shaded area) obtained from duplicate measurements. H = 24 V/cm, M = 12 V/
cm, L = 6 V/cm, and P = 0 V/cm, all with an applied pressure of 3 bar. E = 24 V/cm, but with no applied pressure.

Figure 7. (a) Photograph, showing a frontal view of the formed
structure (12 V/cm and 3 bar), with the locations of the electrodes
(+, anode and −, cathode). (b) Overhead view, as seen from the
cathode. Red arrow: example of a flow channel. (c) Schematic
diagram of the suggested development of the channeled structures.
Gray arrows: liquid flow through some of the square openings. Pink
arrow (FE): electrophoretic force. Turquoise arrow (FD): drag force
on the TEMPO-MFC. Inset: close-up of the lower part of the filter
cell, seen from the front. The gradient shows the electric field: the
darker the color, the higher its intensity.
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increase in temperature will increase with increasing current
density. An increase in temperature reduces the viscosity of the
liquid in the suspension and thereby aids dewatering.38

4.4. Simulation Results: Electroassisted Filtration. The
simulation systems used in this study employ TOC slabs,
sodium ions, and water molecules. The main interest here is
the behavior of TOC, ions, and water molecules under the
influence of the external electric field and pressure to
understand the dewatering phenomenon. In this study,
different simulation systems are studied, as described in the
respective sections, to observe the aforementioned effects.
It is generally accepted that the water molecules confined in

complex colloidal systems such as MFC suspensions can be
categorized into four different groups: (a) free water or bulk
water that is not attached to the particles or influenced by
surface forces, (b) interstitial water that is trapped between the
cellulose fibrils, (c) surface water that is held on the surface of
the cellulose surfaces by adsorption and adhesion, and (d)
intercellular and chemically bound water. The latter is,
however, of no interest in this simulation study because it is
impossible to remove these water molecules using filtration
techniques.
4.4.1. Influence of Electric Field and Pressure on the Fibril

Movement. The simulation setup for investigating the
influence of electric field and pressure forces on the movement
of the TOC fibrils was constructed as follows: two surface-
modified TOC slabs 6.38 × 2.52 × 6.22 nm3 in size were
placed in a periodic simulation domain of 15 × 12.6 × 6.22
nm3. The TOC fibrils were aligned in parallel with the 110
crystal plane, facing each other, as shown in Figure 9. The
simulation box was then filled with 35 625 molecules of water,
and the surplus charge in the domain created due to the
carboxylate groups was neutralized by adding an adequate
number of sodium ions. The system was energy-minimized and
equilibrated in an NVT ensemble at 298 K for 2 ns. The
temperature of the systems was maintained constant
throughout the simulation by a V-rescaling thermostat with a
time constant of 1 ps. An acceleration of 0.00112 nm/ps2 was
subsequently applied to all carbon atoms of the fibrils on the
top TOC fibril to generate a simulated pressure acting on it in
a positive Y-axis, such that the ratio of force exerted by the
highest magnitude of the applied electric field (Fe) to the force
exerted by pressure effect (Fp) was 250. This ratio was
maintained constant throughout the study and is lower than

those calculated for the experiments. The bottom fibril was
maintained fixed by imposing position restraints in the X- and
Y-axes. Similarly, the oxygen molecules in the water were also
subjected to an acceleration of 0.00018 nm/ps2 to generate a
similar force per unit area as that of cellulose fibril in the
positive direction of the Y-axis. This acceleration field
technically simulates a flow under a pressure difference of 20
bar (20B). An electric field was applied in the perpendicular
direction (+ve Y-axis) to the TOC fibrils. The trajectory of the
center of mass (COM) was then calculated at different field
strengths (see Figure 10).
The COM movement of the mobile fibril relative to the fibril

at rest is influenced directly by the strength of the external
electric field applied, as shown in Figure 10. While the average
velocity of the TOC fibril increases with the increasing electric
field, the difference in velocities between the cases where the
combined electric field and pressure is applied compared to
those where only an electric field is applied remains
approximately constant. It is worth noting that the velocity
ratio of the TOC slabs in the case with only pressure applied to
that where the combined pressure and an electric field of 1 V/
nm are applied is approximately 10-fold. Therefore, it can
safely be stated that the applied pressure has a negligible effect
on the COM movement, suggesting that the main driving force
of the electrophoretic movement of the negatively charged
TOC toward the anode is the applied electric field.
Figure 10 also suggests that the intermolecular repulsive

forces between the fibrils become significant at the distance

Figure 8. Current density vs mass of filtrate, including standard deviation (shaded area) obtained from duplicate measurements. H = 24 V/cm,M =
12 V/cm, L = 6 V/cm, all with an applied pressure of 3 bar. E = 24 V/cm, but with no applied pressure.

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the setup used to study the influence
of an external electric field and pressure on the movement of fibrils.
Purple dots: sodium ions. Pink dots: carboxylate group on the TOC
surface. Blue dots: water molecules.
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below 1 nm from the TOC surface,66 as indicated by the
nonlinear acceleration in the opposite direction to the fibril
movement, which eventually vanishes.
4.4.2. Velocity Profile of Water between the TOC Fibrils.

The negatively charged TOC experiences electrophoretic
movement toward the anode during the dewatering process.
Moreover, the negative surface charge on TOC gives rise to a
well-defined electrical double layer with a net charge. A general
picture of EDL suggests an immobile layer of counterions near
the solid surface and a diffuse mobile layer of counter and co-
ions away from the charged surface.86 In addition, the water
molecules experience a hydrodynamic drag force toward the
cathode due to the overall movement of cations toward it,
which causes the movement of water molecules that are
“trapped” between the TOCs. Having already observed that
the applied pressure makes a negligible contribution to the
movement of fibrils, it became of interest to investigate the
movement of water molecules between the fibrils under the
influence of pressure and an external electric field. For this, a
2.1 nm wide channel was constructed in a simulation domain
of 6.38 × 10.8 × 6.22 nm3, as depicted in Figure 11. The
channel was filled with 2754 water molecules, and the system

was neutralized with 120 Na+ ions. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied in all directions, and the temperature
of the system was maintained at 298 K. The system was then
equilibrated at NVT for 2 ns, and the system was relaxed for 1
ns at the NVE ensemble. Subsequently, an external
acceleration was applied to each oxygen atom of the water
molecules in the direction parallel to the wall−water interface
in the X-axis for 50 ns to simulate the flow of water. The
magnitude of Fe/Fp at an applied field of 1 V/nm was
maintained to be 250. The first 20 ns were excluded from the
analysis; the velocity profile of the water molecules along the
channel width was extracted from the last 30 ns.
The velocity profile of the water molecules in the channel is

shown in Figure 12, where the external electric field is 0.5 V/

nm; the case with an applied electric field of 1 V/nm can be
found in the Supporting Information (Figure S2). The velocity
profiles in Figure 12 indicate that there are layers of Na+ ions
adjacent to the walls. The velocity profile of the water
molecules with only an acceleration field to simulate pressure
effect (20B) and no electric field applied shows a general
parabolic profile characteristic of Poiseuille’s flow, with a
negative slip length of approximately 0.8 nm. This indicates
that the hydrated Na+ ions are strongly attached to the
negatively charged TOC walls and resist any movement, which
is in line with Stern’s theory of EDL, where a molecular layer
of counterions adjacent to a charged surface remains immobile
and resists any movement and the flow is primarily due to the
movement of water molecules and ions in the bulk and diffuse
part of EDL. Similarly, when only an electric field is applied to
the system, shown by black open circles in Figure 12, the ions
adjacent to the walls start moving and drag water molecules
along them. The center of the channel shows a plug-flow
profile, however, characteristic of the electroosmotic flow
(EOF) of water molecules.
The results indicate that the velocity profile of the water

molecules under the combined effect of an electric field and
pressure effect, simulated by the acceleration field, has
characteristics from both a pure Poiseuille’s flow and EOF.

Figure 10. Simulated movement of the COM of a TOC fibril relative
to a fixed TOC fibril. Open circles: only the electric field applied.
Filled circles: both the electric field and pressure effect (20B) applied.
The lower TOC is fixed in all directions using position restraints,
while the upper TOC is free to move under the influence of the
applied forces.

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the setup used to study the
electroosmotic flow. Pink spheres: Na+ ions. Green spheres:
carboxylate group on the TOC surface. Both the acceleration field
to simulate the pressure and the electric field are applied to the
positive X-axis.

Figure 12. Velocity profiles of water molecules within a 2.1 nm wide
TOC channel. B: pressure effect (semifilled red circles). Black open
circles: pure EOF velocity profile. Blue-filled circles: both electric field
and the pressure effect applied. Dotted black lines: location of the
TOC channel walls. Green lines: number density of sodium ions
across the channel with no applied electric field.
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The center of the channel shows a parabolic profile, while it
appears that the adsorbed ions near the TOF walls exhibit a
velocity higher than the other cases discussed in this section.
Moreover, there still seem to be some ions strongly adsorbed
to the TOC walls (Stern layer) that resist any movement. It
nevertheless seems that the flow of water molecules in the
TOC channel increases, to some extent, when both pressure
and an external electric field are applied. When compared to
the case with pure EOF, there is only a 14% increase in the
maximum velocity at the center of the channel when both
pressure and electric field are applied, while an increase of
approximately 360% is observed in the case where only
acceleration field is applied.
Figure 12 indicates that, for the conditions investigated, an

externally applied electric field is the main driving force of the
flow of water molecules observed in the TOC channel, while
pressure has a negligible effect on the velocity of the flow. The
water molecules adsorbed to the TOC surfaces and the sodium
ions are affected mildly by external forces, such as electric field
and pressure, and hence contribute less to the fluid flow
between the fibrils. Nevertheless, interstitial water, i.e., the
water trapped between the fibrils, is affected by both the
electric field and the pressure effect and thus contributes to the
water flow: this influences the amount of free water present in
the system.
4.4.3. Electroassisted Filtration of TOC Suspension.

Having studied the movement of fibrils and the water
molecules between them in the presence of electric field and
pressure, the overall effect these factors have on the
electroassisted filtration of TOC fibrils becomes of interest.
Although it is impossible to simulate the entire experimental
system in MD simulations due to the time and length scales
associated with this technique, as mentioned previously, it was
decided that a microscopic part of the system with TOC
oligomers of 11 glucose molecules oxidized in the alternate
hydroxymethyl group be considered. It should be noted that an
exact representation of the experimental dead-end filtration
setup is not claimed here: it is, instead, a general setup to
explore the physical effects that an electric field and an external
pressure have on the system. For instance, complex electrolysis
phenomena and the resultant pH gradient created between the
electrodes, which might have a significant effect on the
aggregation and dewatering processes, have not been taken

into account, along with the mechanical interlockings and
friction between the fibrils.
The filtration system is illustrated in Figure 13. The

graphene wall is placed at the filter end of the system to
prevent the escape of water molecules and also to apply a
negative pressure to the system to guarantee the filtration
pressure desired. A detailed description of the construction can
be found in the Supporting Information.
Electroassisted dead-end filtration was studied at two

different pressure effects and electric fields: 10B (low) and
20B (high) and 0.5 and 1 V/nm, respectively. The results
presented in Figure 14 (and Figure S3) suggest that the flow

rate of water molecules is extremely low when pressure alone is
applied compared to an electric field alone. The cases in which
the combined electric fields and pressure effects are applied are
worth noting because the flow rates in these systems are visibly
higher than those where either an electric field or pressure
effect is applied alone. Similar results were obtained when an
external electric field of 1.0 V/nm was applied to the system
(Figure S3).
The flow rates of water molecules, calculated after 0.5 ns of

simulation at different applied electric fields and pressure
effects, are shown in Figure 15. It can be observed that the flow
rate increases more when an electric field alone is applied than

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of the setup used for the electroassisted dead-end filtration. Pink spheres: sodium ions. Piston and filter medium:
uncharged cellulose walls.

Figure 14.Water flow through the cellulose filter as a function of time
at an applied electric field of 0.5 V/nm and different pressure effects.
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when only an acceleration field simulating a pressure effect is
applied to the system. Similarly, combining an electric field
with a pressure effect increases the flow rate significantly in all
cases. For instance, the flow rate increases by approximately
1.8 times when an electric field of 1.0 V/nm alone is applied as
compared to the case when a higher pressure effect (20B)
alone is applied but increases by approximately 6 times when a
combination is used. Similarly, the flow rate increases as the
applied pressure increases. These results suggest that both an
electric field and pressure act as driving forces for the
movement of water molecules through the filter medium in
the filtration process.
It appears that, as the strength of the electric field increases,

the movement of cellulose fibrils toward the anode (Figure S4)
and sodium ions toward the cathode increases. Simultaneously,
more interstitial water molecules are expelled from the
interfibrillar space, creating a larger number of “free” water
molecules and Na+ ions that then move toward the cathode.
This bulk of free water molecules, along with the Na+ ions, has
a lower viscosity87 than the TOC suspension88 and is hence
expelled more efficiently by the combined effect of pressure
and electric field.
Although the simulation results follow the same trends as

dewatering experiments and were helpful in explaining the
observed trends, changes in viscosity of the suspensions due to
ohmic heating, which might affect the dewatering rate, could
not be simulated due to inherent limitations of the simulation
technique used. Furthermore, orientational and interlocking
effects of fibrils in simulations were not seen due to the limited
simulation time and system size used, although they could be
relevant under real conditions.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Despite the extensive knowledge of the efficacy an external
electric field has on the dewatering phenomenon, studies have
been restricted mainly to sludge19−25 and clay.26,27 In the
present study, however, the effectiveness of this filtration
technique has been demonstrated in the dewatering of
TEMPO-MFC. The insights provided by the experiments
and atomistic simulations indicate that a combination of
pressure and electric field, i.e., electroassisted filtration,
improves the dewatering of TEMPO-MFC.

The dewatering rate was observed to be proportional to the
electric field applied. The electrokinetic motion of the particles
and the reduced viscosity resulting from thermal effects,
phenomena also observed by Weber and Stahl,38 and an
increase in the amount of free water in the system could be the
main reason for enhanced dewatering. Furthermore, the
formation of channeled structures due to the aggregation of
the fibrils on the anodic mesh, as seen in the experiments,
could also contribute positively to the dewatering rate.
MD simulations, performed to provide a more comprehen-

sive understanding of the dewatering mechanism at a
molecular level, suggest that an electric field causes an
electrophoretic movement of the cellulose fibrils toward the
anode: the water that is trapped between the fibrils is thereby
left behind in the form of “free” water. This, in turn, is forced
out by the applied hydraulic pressure along with the rest of the
bulk water. Another benefit of the electrophoretic movement
of the fibrils is that it reduces the buildup of a resistant filter
cake, as was seen in the experiments. In addition, neglecting
the effects of the electrolysis of water molecules and viscosity
changes due to an increase in temperature, the results from the
simulations indicate that the impact of pressure alone on the
movement of fibrils is very limited, whereas that of an electric
field is significant.
It should be noted that although the results obtained from

the experimental and MD simulations imply similar dewatering
trends, they should not be compared quantitatively due to
differences in time scale, length scale, and phenomena such as
electrolysis and ohmic heating, along with mechanical
interlocking between the fibrils, implicit to the application of
an electric field in the experiments.
Based on the results presented in this paper, electroassisted

filtration shows a huge potential for improving the dewatering
of TEMPO-MFC. It should be noted that this study was
limited to one type of MFC (TEMPO-MFC), i.e., it was not
extended to cover additional types of fibrillated cellulose. The
findings nevertheless contribute to unlocking the true potential
of electroassisted filtration as a means of dewatering MFC, also
observed by Heiskanen et al.31 Much remains to be
investigated, however, in terms of understanding both the
complicated dewatering mechanism and the impact of the
process parameters.
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